Call for Exhibition Proposals

The BGSU Fine Arts Center Galleries (BGG) invite exhibition proposals from artists and curators as it develops its exhibition calendar for the next 2-3 year period and beyond.

BGG looks for creative, provocative group and individual exhibitions in a variety of media on contemporary themes. BGG is interested in individual artist submissions of personal work. These submissions will be reviewed for use in BGG curated exhibits. BGG is also interested in proposals for curated single artist or group exhibitions. Please note that curators and BGSU art faculty may not be included in self- or internally-curated exhibitions.

Proposals may be for exhibitions for the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery (4,681 square feet / 231.5 running feet +) or Wankelman Gallery (2,612 square feet / 289 running feet). Exhibitions typically run for three weeks to one month, with 3-4 days on each end to install and de-install.

Proposals should consist of
1. A curator's/artist's statement (no more than two pages in length)
2. Resume
3. List of artists or works proposed, including approximate number of art works
4. A CD/flash drive (preferred) or slides of sample art works with slide list
5. Exhibition budget
6. Proposed catalogue or other printed/support materials.
7. Vita and press on the artists or the art works if appropriate

Proposals should be addressed to:
BGSU Fine Arts Center Galleries
Attn: Jacqueline Nathan, Gallery Director
Bowling Green, OH 43403-0204

All hard-copy proposals should be accompanied by an SASE.

Proposals may also be sent electronically to Galleries@BGSU.edu

Annual deadline: November 1.

Proposals are reviewed:
1. By faculty in the relevant discipline
2. If recommended, they are reviewed by the Gallery Director for their consistency with the gallery mission and goals, physical requirements, budget and scheduling
3. Finally, if recommended, they are submitted to the Gallery Advisory Board

Please allow several months for response and return of materials, and please contact the Gallery if you have not received them by April 15.